Dryfeel® is a load bearing foam that dries much faster
because of its extremely porous cell structure. Dryfeel®
is so open celled that water can just drain right through
it, significantly reducing drying time, whilst retaining
those all important comfort characteristics you need to
relax and enjoy life outdoors. Dryfeel® is extremely well
suited for applications in humid environments, such as
outdoor furniture, boating cushions, camping, beach
and pool cushions and mattresses,…

Help is at hand from Dryfeel®, a different kind of comfort
foam for outdoor applications where it is liable to get
wet.

Did you leave your cushions outside in the rain
again? The one thing that all outdoor products have
in common is that sooner or later - if you leave them
outside - they will get wet. Your chairs, sunloungers
and even boats may be impervious to the elements but
typically the cushions and pads are not!
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info.dryfeel@recticel.com

Eurofoam: www.euro-foam.com
Orsafoam: www.orsafoam.it

Recticel Flexible Foams and our partners
Recticel Flexible Foams:
www.recticelflexiblefoams.com
www.recticel-any-idea-in-foam.com

| Dryfeel®, beauty lies within
Dryfeel has been engineered to provide a completely open cell structure,
enabling water and moisture vapour to pass through it quickly and efficiently,
maximising comfort for all in humid conditions. Dryfeel® is available in a range
of options from Recticel and our business partners.

| About us
Recticel Flexible Foams forms the largest business sector within Recticel, a
Belgian based Group producing PU foams with a strong European dimension.
Some of our famous brands include Comfort Bultex®, Sensus®, Arcadia®,
FrameFoam®, Lattoflex®, Schlaraffia®, Swissflex® and Epeda®.

Recticel and Dryfeel®
at a glance

beauty lies within

Dryfeel®, your perfect comfort companion in the great outdoors.

In a beauty contest, there can only be one winner:

No more wet patches inside outdoor cushioning, only that perfect feeling of
relaxation in the open air.
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We have engineered Dryfeel® to have a completely
open cell structure by removing the foam cell
walls in a special process. The completely open
passageways mean that Dryfeel® absorbs less
moisture and dries much faster than traditional PU
seating and bedding foams and has long lasting
performance in rainy conditions and even after sea
water or pool water immersion.
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That’s our secret, but we can tell you that Dryfeel®
starts out life as one of our normal comfort foams.
But then we literally ‘blast’ open these cell walls
in a special process which leaves the overall foam
structure in place but transforms Dryfeel® into a
completely 100% breathable product.

How do we do it?
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r Comes in a range of soft and firm grades

r Holds an Ökotex-100 class 1 certificate,
an independently monitored standard of the human
ecological aspects

r Has an in-built protection against bacteria and moulds

r Is long lasting, even after sea or pool water immersion

r Reduces the drying time of a fabricated cushion
up to 50%

r Dries significantly faster compared to a traditional
foam cushioning material (up to 3 times)

Dryfeel®
technical properties
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